
 
Dec 18 2020~ Christmas: an international celebration  (special-c) 

 
vocabulary:  **sth = something; sb = somebody. 

1. origin (the origin of sth): where sth came from; the place or situation in which sth began 
2. tradition: a belief, custom, or way of doing something that has existed for a long time; 

[uncountable] all of these beliefs, customs, etc., in general. 
3. secular: not religious; not related to or under the authority of religious leaders 
4. bustling: full of energetic and noisy activity 
5. symbol: a representation; something that reminds us of a great or famous thing/place 
6. nativity: the place, conditions, or circumstances of being born; this term often refers specifically 

to the time/way that Jesus was born. 
7. manger: a food container that horses, cattle, etc., eat from 
8. ornament: decorations added to make something more beautiful (instead of to make it more 

useful) 
9. commonalities: similar things that many people in a group have or do; things or customs people 

have in common 
 
 Christmas is the most celebrated holiday in the world. In fact, more than 150 countries 
recognize Christmas in one way or another. Although Christmas has a Christian origin, many of 
today’s traditions also include secular practices. Yet, whether it is viewed as a holiday or a holy 
day, Christmas has become a bustling, hopeful, happy time for people throughout the world. 
 Each country’s Christmas celebrations vary according to their climate, beliefs and 
traditions. However, many practices and symbols are almost universal. Nativity scenes 
(including the baby, his parents Mary and Joseph, angels, shepherds, and Wise Men) recall 
Jesus’ humble birth as recorded in the Bible. Bells ring out the good news. Stars and candles 
represent the light and joy of Christmas. Even candy canes can remind us of the Christmas 
story. 
 Gift giving is another common practice. In some countries, gifts are delivered by young 
girls dressed in white. In others, the giver is some variation of a man dressed in red, known as 
Father Christmas or Santa Claus (or some translation of the same). Gifts appear (often on 
Christmas morning) in shoes, stockings, mangers, or under a Christmas tree.  
 Ornaments vary from place to place, but often involve the symbols mentioned above. 
But no matter which country’s traditions are in practice, the spirit of the season tends to 
remain the same. The expression of joy and hope is as constant as the desire to give to others. 
 Through Christmas celebrations and diverse customs, people renew friendships and 
family ties, and express wishes for goodwill, peace, and love. So, while customs vary from 
country to country, it is important to recognize the commonalities shared. Christmas truly is a 
universal celebration.  
 
Questions: 

1. Ask another student a question about the text, such as: “How many countries recognize 
Christmas?” 

2. What Christmas symbols are mentioned? What is your favorite symbol? 



3. Do you have a question about the pieces of a nativity scene? If you know the original story, 
which character in a nativity scene would you want to have been that “first Christmas”?1 

4. Who gives Christmas gifts in different countries? Is there a special “gift giver” in your country? 
5. Some people add an ornament to their tree each Christmas, to represent the past year. What 

would your “annual ornament” be this year? 
6. How do you think COVID-19 will affect your Christmas this year? 
7. Many people get depressed at Christmas-time. Why do you think this happens? 
8. The Bible says that Christmas is mainly about God’s great gift to the world. Who can explain 

what this means? Why did God send Jesus to be “Immanuel” (God with us)? 
9. Tell us about your favorite Christmas tradition, memory, song, etc. 

 
Notes: This lesson was adapted from Celebrate Christmas Around the World, from Teacher Created Materials, Inc. 
1994 
 
If you have more time, read and discuss this: 
 
 "Silent Night" was written in Austria, in the German language, thanks to a partnership between 
a young priest named Joseph Mohr and a local musician named Franz Gruber. It was first sung in 1816. 
Mohr asked Gruber to write a Christmas tune that could be played on guitar because the church organ 
was broken, and without the loud organ, they would have had a “silent night” instead of the popular 
Christmas program.  
 Because the Chinese translation starts with “peace-filled night,” i.e., “ping an ye” (平安夜), 
which sounds like “ping guo” (苹果), someone started a tradition in China of giving “peace apples” to 
friends on Christmas Eve. Many Chinese people think that this is an international tradition, but this is a 
purely Chinese addition to the holiday.  
 And why not have a “Chinese addition”? Christmas trees started in Germany, Christmas 
stockings started in Holland, Candy Canes started in England, and Santa started in Turkey! With its many 
fun traditions, Christmas is truly an international celebration! And by the way, the song “Silent Night” 
was declared an intangible cultural heritage by the UNESCO in March 2011! 
 
============== 
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work. Some lessons were adapted from EFLsuccess.com (with permission). IFM makes these lessons available 
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without permission.  
If posted at www.ifmusa.org/english: this resource was created for our students under the understanding of 
“fair use” for educational purposes. 
 

 
1 It’s OK to think outside the box! I might say I’d like to be Mary’s grandfather… or a Wise Man’s camel… 


